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Dear Readers,

This year the Paul Schmidt Quality-Award 1999 will be awarded
for innovative horizontal drilling projects for the first time.

The awarded projects have to achieve a high quality installation
performance and should also be exemplary for the whole in-
dustry. An international jury will award the prize, which is
endowed with 10,000 DM, and the winner will also achieve the
trophy shown on the left. The winnning projects will be present-
ed to a large public as part of the FAGEBO which takes place
November 5th, 1999.

I invite all our customer to participate in the project. You`ll find
more about “EXCELL 1999”and the conditions of participation on
page 6.

Yours sincerely

“EXCELL”
1999Paul Schmidt 

Quality-Award 

Grundodrill 20S:

Reports on length
record and steel
pipe installation

For your next coffee party the mole
suggests the tasty molehill cake.
Here’s the recipe:

Ingredients:
• 6 Eggs
• 140 g soft butter
• 200 g sugar
• 3 packs of vanilla sugar
• 100 g wheat flour
• 1/2 pack of baking powder
• 100 g chocolate flakes
• 150 g tinned mandarins
• 2 sliced bananas

(drip lemon juice on)
• 750 g whipped cream
• 1 Tsp of icing sugar
• 1 Tsp of cocoa powder

How to:
1. Seperate the white from the yolk

of the eggs
2. Stir butter, sugar and vanilla

sugar to a creamy mixture
3. Put in the yolks one after the

other
4. Mix in flour, baking powder and

chocolate flakes

Molehillcake

5. Carefully stir in the stiff beaten
egg whites and fill the dough
into a springform

6. Bake for 40 - 45 minutes at 175˚C
7. Let the baked pastry cool off
8. Hollow the pastry out with a

spoon leaving a rim of 1cm and
make the dough crumble

9. Filling: heap mandarins, bananas

and whipped cream on the
baked pastry, sprinkle it thickly
with the dough crumbles and
dust the cake with cocoa powder
and icing sugar...

...the molehill cake is then ready.
We hope you enjoy the taste of it!

Baking with
the mole
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Starting the pilot bore.

Installation of a drinking water
pipe Ø 280 mm as part of a new
water pipeline network.

In the city of Herford (Germany) a
new water pipeline network is cur-
rently being installed over a total
length of 1,600m. The existing
water mains will be abandoned
because of age or state of the pipe-
line. The tender documents speci-
fied the use of a horizontal direc-
tional drilling equiment as most of
the pipes were to be installed in
narrow streets, close to an environ-
mentally protected area, through a
densely populated quarter up to a
water tower.

The total pipe length to be installed
was cut into 4 sections whereby
each target pit was the beginning
of the next bore (see sketch). The
longest single bore totalled 500m
and was a real challenge for the
efficiency of the bore team and the
maximum technical capacities of
the bore system.

Contractor Heinz BENTE from
Diepenau/Germany was awarded
the contract not only because of the

price quoted but also because of
his experience on numerous suc-
cessful bores carried out with his
steerable boring units. 

Knowing smaller GRUNDO-
DRILL systems, Heinz Bente
contacted TRACTO-TECHNIK to
use the latest addition to the range,
the GRUNDODRILL 20 S.
Due to its 200 kN of thrust and
pull-back and including the inte-
grated percussive hammer (deve-
lopping a percussive hammer

action equal to 28.2 tons) this bore
rig is ideally suitable for back-
reaming steps up to 750mm (30"). 

To get the best possible perfor-
mance, contractor Bente started
the shorter bores first, then set a
new world record by succeeding
the 500m in September 1998.

Particular attention was paid to
optimising the bore rig performan-
ce by having a bentonite specialist
on site all time, using a bentonite

mixing and recycling system and
using the latest DrillTrack locating
system from Radiodetection.

The HD-PE pipe (manufactured by
WAVIN) to be installed had an
outer diameter of 280 mm x
16.6mm wall with a weight of
13 kg per meter. Single pipe 12 m
lengths were butt-fused on site.
Due to site space restrictions, the
total pipe length could not be pre-
welded but individual sections
were welded during the pipe pull-
ing process.

Thanks to its design of the self-con-
tained GRUNDODRILL 20 S, the
bore rig was installed on site with-
in a short period of time.
Additional bore preparation ope-
rations such as stake down of the
bore rig, sonde installation and
calibration, connection of supply
hoses, bore head assembly and

mixing of the bentonite supply
required but one hour.

The bore itself was divided into 3
parts:
1) pilot bore
2) pre-reaming steps
3) pipe pulling

A water/bentonite slurry was
mixed, using the well-known
Bentonil from manufacturer
HEADS. Having a water hydrant
close by turned out to be a very
practical, time-saving solution as
the truck with the mixing system
could remain on site without
having to move the truck for water
collection. For each bentonite tank
(4,000 l) 100kg of Bentonil were
mixed. After just few minutes the
bentonite slurry had already rea-
ched its optimum viscosity and
could be fed into the bore head . 

Thanks to the experience of the
crew operators, thrust and rotation
speeds as well as the bentonite
pressure, flow and viscosity were
adapted to the soil encountered.
Nevertheless bentonite emerged to
the road surface at some spots
along the bore.

Thanks to the viscosity of the ben-
tonite slurry, soil particles -loose-
ned by the bore head - were car-
ried out of the bore into the start,
control and exit pits.

To avoid a gas and water pipe
installed at a general depth of
1.5m, the first section of the bore
was done at 1.8m depth. In the last
section an additional buried power
line and 63mm sewage pipe requi-
red a change of depth of just 1m.
On site the new Radiodetection

DrillTrack detection system was
used. Thanks to four arrows in-
dicating the direction of for-
ward/backward - right/left as
well as displaying the bore depth,
roll and pitch, this new system is
extremely user-friendly and preci-

     

     
     

     
          

The photo shows a pipeline of 84 m length. The total pipe length of 500 m was connected by butt-welding during pipe pulling.

Display of the Drill-Track detection system

The pipe segments are connected by butt-
fusion.

Sketch of the bore path.

Jobsite report GRUNDODRILL 20S
total pipe length

sets its own

new world Record: 500m
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se. A remote display located on the
bore rig simultaneously displays
these data so that the bore-master
can make necessary corrections of
the bore path.

In the soil with stone inclusions,
the percussive hammer action of
the GRUNDODRILL turned out to
be a necessity. For the 500m pilot
bore a total boring time of 9 hours
was required, equalling an aver-
age of 50m/hour, including the
time requirement for bentonite
mixing.

A total of 167 drill stems (501m)
was required. The standard drill
stem box located on the bore rig
houses 40 drill stems; however,
thanks to the concept of the

Grundodrill 20 S bore rig, a new
drill stem box with additional
stems could be loaded easily and
rapidly without slowing down the
boring operation.

After the 82mm (3 1/3") pilot bore
and without any pre-reaming
steps, a 350mm (14") back-reamer
was used and in 1.5 working days
the pilot bore was upsized. Using
the combined mixing and recyc-
ling system, contractor BENTE did
not require any additional bento-
nite despite the size of the back-
reamer.

Preparations were then made to
effect the pipe pulling job in just
one operating day while eliminat-
ing any stand-still periods. A total
of 4 butt-fuses were required to
link the 2x84m - 1x122m - 1x103m

(total length 515m) HD-PE
pipes. To optimize the pipe
pulling, all preparations (butt-
fusion - connection of the HD-
PE pipe to the back-reamer etc)

were done on the day before the
actual pipe pulling.

At 6h30 of the following day the
pipe-pulling began. During
most of the pulling the maxi-
mum pulling force, displayed
on the pressure gauges was 5
tons, then increased to 7.5 tons
and 10 tons towards the end of
the pulling operation. Just 30
seconds per 3m drill stem were
required, so that the total pull-
ing time was just 5 hours. A
slight time delay occured
because of the bentonite sup-
ply. Because of the long
distances, the pump capacity

turned out to be insufficient and
had to be re-inforced. Never-
theless, the pipe was in place at
22h30 (10.30 pm).

More than one bottle of cham-
pagne was opened by the crew
members and the representa-

tives of the local water company
to toast this new world record..
Congratulations to the BENTE

operators for this outstanding per-
formance.

View of the target pit during pipe pulling.

The target has been reached. The pipe is
pulled in.

Der GRUNDODRILL during 
pipe pulling

Rycycling of the boring fluid.

Use of DCI detection equipment during the pilot bore

The pilot bore.

Arrival in the target pit.

Grundodrill 10S during the pilot bore of
the runway crossing

The Gas Company had been
awarded a section of pipe instal-
lation project to install a gas pipe
across the runway in CKS
Airport Taipei in March 1998.

The idea of installing the pipe
using a trenchless, steerable boring
system had been largely welcome
by the Gas Company and
Consultant Company. A lot of the
HDD contractor as Vermeer,
Flowtex and Terra had been visited
the gas company and job site and
all of the contractors had a big
problem in their machine because
of the bad soil condition.

Contractor TSUNG-HSIN-SHE
MECHANICAL CO., LTD had
been using Tracto-Technik Grun-
dodrill for more 2 years and also
had some good experience in
per cussive hammer applica-
tion. Thanks to the Tracto-Technik
Company and their advanced
design percussive hammer to face
the difficult soil condition. On this
job site, the soil contained more
than 30% of stones, some of them
larger than 30-40 cm. It was ex-
tremely difficult for steering, the
operators said. 

As a detection system they had
chosen the Digitrak package allow-
ing the precise detection of the bore
head despite lots of existing cables

and lots of metallic objects such as
airplanes in their neighbourhoud.

Contractor TSUNG-HSIN-SHE
needed 8 hours for the pilot bore,
12 hours more for the second pre-

reaming and another 8 hours for
backreaming again and pulling the
8” pipe, total length of bore 75
meters.

Since this is the first time to use the
steer boring equipment to across
the runway in Taiwan. Even the
contractor, visitor and the utility
company all are happy with this
excellent experience.

Text by: Paci Halo,
Taiwan

Difficult Runway Crossing for

GRUNDODRILL in 

CKS Airport TAIPEI

Jobsite report Difficult Runway Crossing for

GRUNDODRILL in 

CKS Airport TAIPEI
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TT
goes

Down Under

The mole is the
sign for the Paul
Schmidt Quality-

Award 1999; for the
first time, it will be
presented for inno-
vative horizontal
drilling projects that
have been started or
completed in 1998
or 1999. Thanks to
the initiative of
TRACTO-TECHNIK,

an international
jury, consisting
of specialists in
this particular
industry, have

attached certain
criterias to the award. The winning
horizontal drilling project has to
achieve a high quality installation
performance, its application must
be eco-friendly, economic and
should show other special features.
It should also be exemplary for the

whole industry and comprise
extraordinary and innovative feats
of engineering.

Eligible are all enterprises specia-
lised in horizontal drilling, also
planning and engineering compa-
nies linked with an executive enter-
prise. Three winners are awarded
every year. In addition to the cash
prize of DM 10.000,00, the first win-
ner will receive a trophy created by
a well-known artist. The three
winners have the chance of intro-
ducing their project to a large
public within the settings of the
technical meeting FAGEBO.

Members of the jury are: Professor
for Engineering Joachim Lenz from
the University for Applied Science
Oldenburg (speaker of the jury);
Engineer Rolf Köhler (honorary
member of the Association of
Pipeline contractors), Ian Clark,
editor of the journal NO DIG

International; Engineer Helmut
Hentschel (editor-in-chief of TIS)
and Wolfgang Poßögel, (user of the
horizontal drilling method). All
rights are reserved for consulting
external experts. The contest is
without possibility of recourse to
legal action.

The application documents with
conditions for participation in
"EXCELL" 1999 can be obtained
from the organisation office "Paul
Schmidt Förderpreis 1999".

Address: 
MK Hoffe 
Organisation office “Excell 1999”
P. Box 14 45
D-57379 Schmallenberg
Tel.: +49 29 71 - 8 70 88
Fax: +49 29 71 - 8 70 43
E-mail: hoffe@mkhoffe.de

Closing date for application docu-
ments is August 31st, 1999.

First award 
presentation

“EXCELL”
1999

Photo of the jury (from left to right): Professor for engineering Joachim Lenz, Engineer Rolf Köhler, Engineer Wolfgang Poßögel,
Engineer Helmut Hentschel, Ian Clark.

Paul Schmidt 
Quality-Award 

Horizontal-Drilling-Projects

TT
goes

Down Under

Mole makes friends 
with Kangaroo

Tracto-Technik has now extended
its worldwide chain of subsidiaries
to the “Fifth Continent”. 

In order to intensify customer rela-
tions and to expand business activi-
ties down under, TT Asia Pacific

PTY Ltd. was established in the
beginning of 1999. The subsidiary
is ideally located at the Goldcoast
in Queensland, being prepared to
become a central point of trade in
trenchless technologies for the
Asian Pacific area including China. 

While TT’s longterm partner JB
Sales will keep handling machine
and equipment sales, TT AP’s main
focus is direct and personal cus-
tomer support. The service ranges

from spare parts  supply, prompt
repair and maintenance ser-

vice, hiring and de-
monstration of equip-
ment and machines
to on site support
and theoretical as well
as practical   training
courses by experien-
ced technicians. 
Director of TT AP is
Far East expert Jay J.
Brossmann, who is

well experienced in the “under-
ground” business down under.

All in all, conditions seem to be
favourable for a long and happy
friendship between our mole and
the roo. Good luck to them!

The office building of TT Asia Pacific in
Arundel.

Colnesse Enterprises’ Grundodrill 12G on
a jobsite in Sidney.

Grundodrill 12G, recently purchased by JB Sales’  customer
Colnesse Enterprises, on a Mack 520HP transporter

Below and on the right:
Grundopit 40/60 on a job-
site in Darwin. The ma-
chine is doing well in the
clay soil called Koffee rock

Grundomat 75 installing a pipe in a front yard.
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As part of the reconstruction of
former East Germany new motor-
ways are being built to link the
west to the east, including the
installation of emergency road-
side phones. Parallel to the A 4
between Bad Hersfeld and Friede-
wald, contractor Schaub was re-
cently subcontracted to install five
sections of telephone cables.

As the motorway is located in an
environmentally protected area,
open trenching was ruled out.
Contractor Schaub therefore sub-
mitted a quotation for the instal-
lation of the cable ducts using his
Grundodrill 10 S directional drill-
ing system.

Jobsite report

The total bore length was
thoroughly inspected and then
divided into five bores of 260 m,
360 m, 300 m, 200 m and 100 m
lengths. Since his investment in the
Grundodrill 10 S in late 1994, con-
tractor Schaub has installed a total
of 30 km (30,000m) of pipes and
ducts with his machine and his
operators were therefore confident
that they had sufficient experience
and the ideal machine to handle
even the longest bore of the project
(360m in length).

Such a bore length had never been
attempted using a Grundodrill 10S

4 tons. Prior to commencement,
the 100 m lengths of HDPE pipes
were taken off the pipe trailer and
butt fused ready to be installed at a
depth of 1.10m.

As the pilot bore progressed, the
typical clay soil soon gave way to
back-filled material including
stone inclusions and the unique
percussive hammer of the Grun-
dodrill 10 S was more than capable
of penetrating these changeable
soil conditions. In two subsequent
back-reaming steps, the pilot bore
was enlarged to 190 and then
315mm. In just four operating days
the total length of 360m had been
installed to the entire satisfaction
of the contractor and the motor-
way authority.

(with 10 tons of thrust and pull-
back as well as an integrated per-
cussive hammer developing up to
28,2 Nm of dynamic thrust). A
multi-duct set of three cable ducts
of 110x10mm had to be installed
which meant a total pipe weight of

New Record Bore  
360m

with GRUNDODRILL10S

by contractor Schaub

Particular thanks are extended to
the ambitious Schaub bore crew
(photo on the right) consisting of
Mike Tommerdich (detection) and
Reinhard Strey (bore rig operator).
Congratulations on this great per-
formance.

View from the starting pit to the target
point.

The A 4 motorway between Bad Hersfeld and Friedewald in former east Germay.

Above and on the right: GRUNDODRILL
during the pilot bore

Arrival in the target pit.

Short report:

GRUNDODRILL 10 S
Contractor Riedmüller install-
ed a HD-PE pipe Ø 710 mm
over a length of 100 m using
his Grundodrill 10S with a
backreamer Ø 900 mm.

Task: 
Parallel installation of a PE-
sewage pressure pipe Ø 710 x
40,2 mm; total weight approx.
8,6t.

Length of the bore:
100 meter in clay soil.

Description:
As part of the renewal of the
sewer network in the City of

Diameter RecordDiameter RecorDiameter Recordd

Massenbachhausen/Germany a
pipe was installed using the
Bypass-technique. In a part of the
city, endangered by flood, a sec-
tion of the old sewage mains was
bypassed so that overflowing
water runs off  into the new pipe.
Due to the experience of TT bore
expert Udo Harer, who assisted
the bore crew, this difficult task
was done within a few days.

Customer:
City of Massenbachhausen/FRG.

with GRUNDODRILL 10 SGRUNDODRILL 10 S
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STATICAL PIPE BURSTING with the 

hydraulically operated GRUNDOBURST

Information

For  the trenchless renovation of
gas or drinking water pipes in
sensitive soils near neighbouring
pipes and cables or buildings,
statical pipe bursting with
GRUNDOBURST  is recommen-
dable for pipes from DN 80, in
sensitive soil conditions with
external lines (e. g. transite
pipes) or buildings close by. 

The GRUNDOBURST method
facilitates an easy pipe renewal.
Starting from a pit sized 2,20 m
long and only 0,60 m wide pipes
can be installed in both directions. 

The Grundoburst is available in
three sizes:
Type 400S 
· thrust 275 kN, pull back 400 kN 
· for renewal from manhole to

manhole
Type 400G 
· thrust 275 kN, pull back 400 kN 
· for pit operation
Type 1000G 
· thrust 610 kN, pull back 1000 kN

at 250 bar 
· for pit operation

GRUNDOBURST consists of a rig
with hydraulic cylinders, the
hydraulic power pack, the Quick
Lock bursting rods (patented)
with bore head for thrusting and
various expanders for pulling in
the new pipe.

Expanders are available for short
and long pipes from ND 100 up to
ND 250. HD-PE-pipes can be pul-
led in directly from the pipe trailor.

When pulling back the bursting
rods the bore profile is expanded in
order to easily pull in the new pipe
without narrowing of the cross-
section.

The old pipe line is cut , cracked
and pushed into the surrounding
soil. The hydraulic pull force wide-
ly avoids dynamic strain of the
ground.

The patented QuickLock bursting
rods are not threaded,  they are
simply hooked on, totally stable

Small pit = minimal underground
working expenses. The operator
normally stands on top of the
bore rig, not next to it.

against pushing and pulling. This is
an obvious time saving advantage,
as forward thrust and withdrawal
are not interrupted. 
A winch is not necessary for static
pipe bursting.  Pushing and pulling

The photo below shows the pushing
blade in its starting phase. 

Roller blade

Push-type roller blade

back of the bursting rods can be
switched over from manual to
automatic operation. This saves
time and eliminates the need of a
second operator.

After the rods have been pushed
forward, the bursting process starts
by pulling in the pipe. In the target
pit the guiding head is exchanged
for a roller blade with expanding
head and the new pipe is attached.
When the rods are pulled back, the
pipe is cracked by the advancing
roller blade. The expander follow-
ing the roller blade displaces the
fragments of the old pipe, extends

Patent DE 196 08 980

the bore hole, smoothens and com-
pacts the bore channel. To make
the pipe assembly easier, the roller
blade and expanding head with the
pipe can be pulled into the pit
through the bore rig frame. The
pipe is pulled in directly from a
pipe trailer, either as a coil or as a
short module pipe.

The roller blade can even cut mate-
rials such as steel pipes, ductile cast
iron pipes, HDPE and repair

clamps. The roller blade is available
for old pipes of DN 100, 150 and
200. First, the QuickLock bursting
rods are pushed into the old line.
Then the bursting process is
started, while the pipes are pulled
in simultaneously. 

If  the diameter of the old pipe is
> DN 80, it has to be cracked during
the forward thrust by a push-type
roller blade running in front of the
QuickLock bursting rods, due to
the rod diameter. After bursting,
the pipe is then  pulled in.

Advantages at a glance:
• drinking water pipes are pulled

in without contamination
• no previous cleaning of the old

main required
• 1 machine for 11 sizes of pipes

up to 250mm (10")

• two-man operation
• no vibration or ground move-

ments in sensitive grounds
• minimum operation depth of 1m

(3 ft) suffices
• patented QuickLock rods
• thrust forces up to 275 kN
• pull-back forces up to 400 kN
• flexible rod for easy assembly of

HD-PE pipe string
• pipe settlements can be coped with
• time consuming rod threading is

no longer required 
• no wear-intensive threaded con-

nections of rods
• no winch requirement
• easy to learn and operate system
• short setting up times
• daily performance of 150 to

200m (450 to 600 ft)
• pulling of short-length or butt-

fused HD-PE pipes
• transportation on small trucks so

that a PE-pipe trailer can be
towed at the same time

• direct installation of HD-PE
pipes such as the special Tracto-
Technik/Botec pipes (available
in short or long lengths) with
extruded protection outer layer
guaranteeing highest friction
resistance

Hydraulic power
pack

Locking
bolt

Hydraulically operated
telescopic supportsQuickLock

bursting rods

Height adjustable,
pivotable operating
panel

Anti-slip
foot plate

Extendable guidance mandrel
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GRUNDODRILL 20 S with backreamer
after having finished an upsizing bore.

Shortly  before starting the pipe-pulling operation, the pipe string is connected to the
backreamer.

Disposal of the boring fluid.

Pulling of the Ø 400 mm gas pressure pipe  into the steel pipe.

GRUNDODRILL 20 S in operation.

Working pit with installed steel pipe, backreamer and drill stems. 

M ajor gas pipe installation projec-
ts are currently under construction
in Germany, part of which is a
10km high pressure gas line to be
installed  in and near Cologne. 

One 180m bore required the instal-
lation of a 400mm (16”) concrete-
coated steel gas pipe using hori-
zontal directional drilling tech-
niques beneath numerous obs-
tacles including an under-road
crossing, railway tracks and a brid-
ge.  The depth of the pipe instal-
lation would be 5m (15ft).

C ontractor LTG from Neuss,
Dusseldorf was awarded the con-
tract not only on price but also
because of their experience on
numerous successful bores which
had been carried out with various
types of horizontal directional
drilling systems.

To avoid any possible damage to
the concrete coating of the gas
main, LTG were required  to install
a 600mm x 8mm steel pipe liner
into which the new gas main could
later be inserted. Each 18m long
steel pipe section was welded to
form a continuous 180m long pipe
liner which weighed approximate-
ly 18 tons.  This steel pipe was laid
out on site, with the leading edge
being welded to a dome-ended
steel cone fitted with yoke connec-
tion adaptors, fitted between the
swivel and the back-reamer.

Although LTG had been using
Tracto Technik equipment for a
number of years, on this occasion
they decided to use a large direc-
tional drilling machine which had
already been purchased from an
alternative supplier.  However, on
this project once the pilot bore and

560mm diameter pre-ream had
been carried out, LTG’s own rig
did not have sufficient pulling
force to install the 180m long steel
pipe string.

T racto Technik to the rescue!
Using the latest horizontal direc-
tional drilling rig in the range - the
GRUNDODRILL 20S - two more

pre-reaming steps of 580mm and
840mm diameter were carried out.
The final backreaming and steel
pipe installation could then begin.
However, it was subsequently
decided to connect the steel pipe to
a smaller 740mm backreamer to
eliminate further soil removal  and
the risk of borehole collapse.

Because of the weight of the steel
pipe to be installed (18 tons), a pre-
cautionary measure was taken; a
GRUNDORAM steel pipe ram-
ming hammer was brought to site
so that in the event of the pipe
installation speed slowing down or
even coming to a standstill, the

GRUNDORAM technique could
be used to assist forward pro-
gress.  If this occurred the
GRUNDORAM would be atta-
ched to the rear of the steel pipe
and due to its powerful impact
energy, would assist the normal
GRUNDODRILL pipe    pulling
by adding extra dynamic strokes,
similar to the unique impact
action which the GRUNDO-
DRILL provides to the bore head
during the pilot bore.

During the first 120m of steel
pipe pulling, additional impact
hammering was not required.
However, when the 740 mm dia-
meter backreamer was beneath
the bridge foundations, friction
was encountered and the pipe

pulling process slowed down.  

The GRUNDORAM was
then connected to the
steel pipe at a reduced
air supply which meant

that the steel pipe conti-

nued to be installed at the maxi-
mum pullback force of the GRUN-
DODRILL 20S of 9 tons.

Later that evening the steel pipe
arrived  in the reception pit, dis-
connected from the backreamer
and the job was completed to the
entire satisfaction of LTG and the
GEW Gas Company.

180 m Steel Pipe
diameter 600 mm

pulled in by GRUNDODRILL

Jobsite report
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The expanding head with the new HD-PE
drinking water pipe of 180x16.4mm (7")
with external coating is pulled in.

The HD-PE pipe to be pulled in.

The expanding head with HD-PE pipe arrives inside the Grundoburst frame.

The unique (patented) QuickLock bursting rods wiht sleeve and pipe.

Due to space limitations in
the sidewalks of Pielen-
hofen, a small town in

Bavaria/Germany, the water and
sewage department had decided
to install both a new water and
sewage pipe in one open trench. 

However, rocky underground and
possible collapse of a 30 year old, 3
m high stone wall, the city
engineers finally voted for the new
sewage pipe to be installed at a
depth of only 1.2m. This ruled out
the originally scheduled installa-
tion of both pipes in just one
trench. For the drinking water
pipe a possible installation above
the sewage pipe was certain to
cause frost problems while the
possible installation below the
sewage pipe was ruled out for
hygiene reasons. A different solu-
tion was urgently required.

The local TRACTO-TECHNIK
sales partner suggested trenchless
pipe renovation as an option.
While open trenching would have
caused considerable nuisance to
the neighbouring households,

trenchless pipe renovation requi-
red only a few small pits for the
connection of the laterals.

Over a total length of 168m, the
leaking 4" cast iron pipe was to be
replaced by a 180x16.4mm HD-PE
pipe with external coating (produ-
ced by Egeplast/Germany).

The (patented) static berstlining
system GRUNDOBURST from
TRACTO-TECHNIK with a
240mm size expander was used. A
special adapter was produced to
fill the voids with a lubricant,
pumped by an additional electric
mud pump. Static pipe cracking
was not used in this case to mini-
mise possible vibrations, due to
the immediate vicinity of neigh-
bouring buildings, stone walls and
the surface water pipe.

The GRUNDOBURST system
comprises of a robust cradle, a
hydraulic power unit, (patented)
Quicklock rods and a variety of
accessories. Setting up a GRUN-
DOBURST for operation is fast
and easy. This operator friendly

unit does not require extensive
technical back-ground knowled-
ge, although experienced opera-
tors can effect up to 150 or 200m
(450 to 600 ft) of burstlining per
day. A prime use of the GRUN-
DOBURST is for drinking water
pipes as this economic pipe repla-
cement system does not require
any pipe cleaning prior to the pipe
replacement or pipe pulling.

The rig itself has been designed to
be telescopic and adjust to various
pit lengths from 1.2m (4 ft) to 1.9m
(6.1 ft) against the supporting pit
walls while leaving space to
retrieve the bursting head and
expander. By fixing the rig against
the pit walls, safe guidance is
given to the burst rods. When a
longer section of pipe has to be
replaced, the rig is ideally positio-
ned in a pit half way between two

exit pits so that two bores into the
opposite direction are possible
from just one pit.

During pipe pulling of the set of
QuickLock rods introduced into
the first section, the same rods are
pushed into the next section of
pipe. It is not necessary to disas-
semble or newly install a set of
burst rods. Thanks to a guide
pipe, the rods follow the course of
the old pipe and may even cope
with slight settlements in the old

pipe. To over-
come possible
obstacles the
full thrust

force of 275 kN can be applied. A
pulling winch is not required. 

On arrival of the guide sleeve in
the exit pit, a bursting head and
expander are then attached to
which are connected with the new
pipe. An angle connection is used
to faciliate attachment of the new
pipe. During the pipe pulling pro-
cess, the old main is fragmented
by the bursting head. Fragmented
pipe sections are immediately dis-
placed into the surrounding soil
while the pipe diameter is upsized
and the bore tunnel smoothened. 

To faciliate subsequent pipe pul-
ling, the bursting head and expan-
der with the pipe can be pulled all
the way into the frame of the bore
rig. At a pressure of 250 bar, a

pulling force of 400 kN is

applied. However, on this particu-
lar site the GRUNDOBURST capa-
cities were not fully required as
12.5 tons (125 kN) sufficed to
install the 168m in half an opera-
ting day. Although at one time, the
pulling force increased to 30 tons
(300 kN) and the utility company
anticipated the existence of a
repair (ductile iron) joint.

View of the site in Pielenhofen

Renovationof a Water

Pressure Pipe with the using 

Grundoburst

burstlining 
technique

Jobsite report
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In 1998 a 25 years old project started
concerning a gas pipeline connecting
Brazil and Bolivia. Linking the pro-
duction area in Bolivia to southeast
Brazil, the crowdiest and biggest
industrial area in the country, the

GRUNDORAM Koloss ramming the steel
pipe ND 1000 over a length of 72 m
under a highway.

View of the steel pipe after soil removal.

Pulling of the covered gas pipe into the
steel pipe.

pipeline has to cross mountains in
Bolivia, a huge swamp land inside
Brazilian territory until reaching the
farmyards of São Paulo State on the
first section of this project.

Part of this contract was delivered to
Techint, responsible for the section
inside São Paulo State between the
cities of Paulinia and Castilho in a
total of about 520 km of pipes. The
had exactly 33 crossings to be done,
so Techint started using their boring
machines on the jobsite but, after the
3rd crossing they were challenged by
Novatec do Brasil, a company spe-
cialized in pipe ramming trenchless
technology, to test their ramming
machines.

The Novatec staff came to the jobsite
on August 26th challenged to install

more than 1.100 m of Ø 1.016 mm
(40") casing steel pipes on 30 cros-
sings from 24 to 72 m length before
the deadline of December 25th. To
achieve this they used their two
Grundoram Koloss machines, sup-
plied by Sondeq Comercial Ltda.,
TT’s long-time distributor in Brazil.
The two crews of five peolple each
were under responsibility of the
engineer and company partner Mr.
Fábio Livio de Moraes who has a 5
years background on rammers.

At the end of the project  8 m of pipe
Ø 1.016 mm had been rammed and
cleaned a day per equipment. The
pipes were cleaned with compress-
ed air  or excavated manually. After
cleaning the Ø 812 mm (32") gas
pipelines, pipes with a concrete
cover of 50 mm were installed inside
the casing by the Techint’s crew.

With this jobsite Novatec had maybe
done the biggest crossing ever made
with a Grundoram in Brazil: a Ø
1.016 mm crossing of 72 m length
under a highway. The complete
installation took 6 days with one
crew ramming 12 meters of pipe
during the day and another crew
cleaning the pipe section during the
night.

The biggest
GRUNDORAM jobsite in Brazil ever

by Jorge Dequech of Sondeq Ltda., São Paolo

The biggest
GRUNDORAM jobsite in Brazil ever

by Jorge Dequech of Sondeq Ltda., São Paolo

Retailer report
When Gene Miller says it was a
tough job, you better believe it.
The man known by all as Miller the
Driller is celebrating 50 years in the
business. How does a pioneer in the
trenchless industry celebrate 50
years? He tackles the biggest pipe
ramming job of his career.

The pipe ram took place underneath
a section of I-90 about 8 miles west of
Bozeman for JTL Group, Inc. JTL is a
highway contractor with a gravel pit
on the north side of I-90. They are
opening another pit on the south
side. The bore under the interstate
will facilitate a conveyor system bet-
ween the two pits so wash and grad-
ing facilities can be shared. A large
bore was needed. The 66 inch ø pipe
for this job makes it one of the big-
gest ø pipe rams to take place in
North America in some of the
toughest conditions anywhere. 

According to Miller, an initial at-
tempt to bore the 160 foot run with
a conventional auger jack and bore
failed. He couldn't make any head-
way because of the gravel, rocks
and boulders present in the soil.

Miller turned to pipe ramming, a
method he pioneered in his coun-
try. Miller already had a Koloss
Grundoram from TT Technologies
in his pipe ramming arsenal, but
knew that this job needed more. He
was aware of a pipe ramming mon-
ster and knew where to find it.

Miller contacted TT Technologies
Product Specialist Mike Schwager
and the crew was off to Aurora,
Illinois to pick up the world's big-
gest pipe ramming tool, a 24 inch
Ø, 10,580 pound, Taurus Grundo-
ram. Over the years, Miller's jobs
have become bigger and bigger.
His equipment needs have increa-
sed as well. The job in Montana
required 3 semi-trucks and a
pickup.

Once the Miller crew returned to
the Montana site, they began pre-
paring the pipe and Taurus
Grundoram    for the big job ahead.
Arntzen Corporation (Rockford,
IL.) supplied the 66 inch Ø steel
pipe sections for the ram. They
were 3/4 inch thick and 20 feet
long. Arntzen also fabricated a rol-

Giant
Pipe Ram in Montana/USA

with TAURUS

led cone reducing adapter to go
from a 66 inch ø to a 60 inch Ø. Turn
buckles were used to hold the redu-
cing adapter in place. This saved a
tremendous amount of time becau-
se it eliminated the need to weld the
adapter to each pipe section. 

A 60 inch segmented ram cone
brought the ø down to 48 inches. A
48 inch ram cone was then used to
reduce the ø to 30 inches. A 30 inch
soil removal adapter was the last
piece. It reduced the diameter again
and connected to the Grundoram.
This configuration is key to a success-
ful pipe ram. It ensures a tight fit bet-
ween the tool and the pipe, allows
spoil to be ejected during the ram
and helps minimize pipe flaring. 

A cutting shoe was fabricated on site.
The ram went very well, with ram
times ranging from 30 to 75 minutes
per 20 foot section. Welds took 6 to 7
hours. While ground conditions
did not stop the progress of the ram-
ming tool, it did make spoil removal
difficult. According to Miller, clea-
ning out the spoil was the most chal-
lenging portion of the job. The spoil
removal adapter helped, but with
rocks ranging in size from softballs
to basketballs, it's easy to see why it
was so difficult. 

Miller's crew enlisted the help of a
piece of equipment called a Dingo.
The Dingo is a one man mini skid
steer manufactured in Australia. 

The last 20 foot segment was ram-
med in on June 6th, bringing the total
to 160 feet and bringing to an end the
biggest pipe ram of Miller's career,
so far. The project took, from prepa-
ration to clean up, just 12 days. 

Giant
Pipe Ram in Montana/USA

with TAURUS

Miller the Driller
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Almost every city or municipality has
one: a certain job or project that
remains unfinished or is not attempt-
ed, sometimes for years, because it is
inherently too difficult for current
technology or too great a risk for
contractors. Occasionally, however, a
contractor comes along with the right
attitude and the right tool to make
the impossible possible. Such was the
case recently for Hoffman & Hoffman
in the City of Waverly, Iowa/USA.

Hoffman & Hoffman are no stran-
gers to underground electrical work.
They are also no strangers to
Waverly and its limestone bedrock
soil. They have done battle there
before, but this job was different. A
21m (70 ft) long hole, 152 mm (6") in
diameter, 914 mm (36") deep, under
a state highway through solid lime-
stone – it seemed impossible. That’s
what everyone thought until they
were introduced to a pit launched,
steerable, mini directional bore rig
with a powerful punch – Tracto-
Technik‘s GRUNDOPIT.

About half a year ago, there had
been an automobile accident that
took out one of the overhead power
poles downtown. Restoring the ae-
rial lines was not an option because
the poles were too close to the high-
way. The power line lost during the
accident was a tie between two fee-
ders. It served as a backup line if one
of the feeders was lost. While not
essential, it needed to be replaced to
ensure back up power and maintain
reliability within the city’s power
distribution system. 

The City of Waverly turned to
Hoffmann & Hoffmann to get the job
done. Going 21 m under a 4-lane
highway, which runs directly
through a town, is tough enough,
but boring through limestone
bedrock was a a real challenge for
crew and equipment. In addition to
the extremely tough soil conditions,
a trenchless method would need to
be able, if needed, to circumvent a
multitude of existing underground
utilities  including a telephone line,
gas, sewer and water mains, as well
as a 6-way fiber optic utility duct.

To successfully complete this job, the
piece of equipment would have to be
powerful enough to bore through

Grundopit:
Mini Directional - MEGA JOB

limestone and have steering capabi-
lities. In addition, the work area was
tight, a conventional drill would not
work. The tool would also have to be
compact.

Sizing up the situation
As in the past, the Hoffmans looked
to TT Technologies for assistance.
Product specialist Jay Clark came
down, evaluated the job and finally

recommended to use the GRUNDO-
PIT mini steerable bore rig. Its com-
pact nature made it perfect for this
job. But everyone wondered if the
mini directional had enough power
to successfully tackle the solid rock.

The job was scheduled for Tuesday.
A Waverly utility crew spent the bet-
ter part of the preceeding Monday
jack-hammering a launch pit for the
drill through the sidewalk and lime-
stone below. The launch pit was
1,800 mm (6 ft) long, 900 mm (3 ft)
wide and 1,200 mm (4 ft) deep.
Another pit of similar dimensions
was dug on the opposite side of the
street in softer soil.

The bore
After creating a small pilot bore with
the jack-hammer, the Hoffman crew
was ready to tackle the solid lime-
stone.
By using the DigiTrak Mark III recei-
ver with remote, location and depth
of the drill stem was known at all
time. The remote allowed the opera-
tor to monitor depth and location
from the launch pit.
The areas of back-fill around the
sewer and water mains  were crush-
ed  rock. The Hoffman crew was able
to steer the drill at these points
because the crushed rock was much
more forgiving than the solid lime-
stone.

The bore‘s path traveled directly
above a water main at 1.8 m (6ft), a
sewer main at 2.4 m (8 ft) and a 6-
way fiber optic utility duct and a
gas main both at 965 mm (38”) in
the street . That‘s tough in any con-
ditions, but in limestone it was
incredible.

The initial bore was started around
noon. It took the 50 mm dill stem
about 2 hours to make its way to
the other side. After the initial
bore, the crew put on a 76 mm (3”)
backreamer and proceeded with
the back-ream. About an hour and
a half later there was a 76 mm (3”)
hole through 21 m  (70 ft) of stone.
After sending the drill to the other
side, the Hoffman crew put on a
101 mm (4”) reamer and back-rea-
med again. Approximately ano-
ther hour and a half later there
they had created a 101 mm (4”)
hole.

The pull-back
A spool of 101 mm (4”) Ø SDR
Plexco HD-PE pipe sat waiting on
the other side. When installed,
three 15 volt electrical cables
would run through the conduit
and join two feeder lines on oppo-
site sides of the street. After the
second back-ream, the crew pre-
pared for the third and final back-
ream with pullback of the product
pipe. The moment of thruth was at
hand.

A 152 mm (6”) backreamer was
attached to the drill stem and a
PE-pulling eye to the HD-PE pipe.
The backreamer and the pulling
eye were linked and the pull back
began. Approximately one and a
half hour later the backreamer was
through and the pipe was in place.

The right mix
In addition to the tool, the proper
mix of Bentonite and water for
lubrication was critical to this job.
In this soil conditions, the Bentonite
and water mixture acted as a coo-
lant and helped reduce the exten-
sive friction of the limestone.
A 1.140 l (300 gal) Grundomudd
Bentonite mixing system was used
to mix and deliver the straight
Bentonite, water and polymer. In
this heavy rock situation, high
levels were used to maximize the
cooling capabilities of the fluid. The
high fluid flow was also used to
carry out the rock cuttings during
the back-reams. The crew nearly
used the entire 1,140 l Bentonite
mixture by the end of the day.

Unbelievable
After the last drill stem was re-
moved, the Grundopit was lifted out
of the launch pit with a back-hoe.
Then an additional 1.2m (4 ft) of
HD-PE slack was pulled through
with the back-hoe and a tow chain.
Both ends of the pipe were capped
and the clean up began. 

It took the crew a little over 6 hours
to complete the bore, 3 successive
back-reams and the product pull-
back. The impossible was made pos-
sible. All it took was the right tool
and the right contractor for the job.

The legendary GRUNDO-
MAT logo stood our a-
mongst the 30,000 runners
taking part in last year’s
London Marathon.

Matthew Izzard is pictured
sporting the distinctive
smiling mole as he crosses
the finishing line, having
raised over £1,000 for local
charities. Matthew is an
Area Sales Manager for TT
UK and has been with the
company for the past 10
years.

GRUNDOMAT is often seen
round  (under) the London steets
and it therefore came as no surpri-
se that GRUNDOMAT once again
arrived on target..... having com-
pleted the 26 mile run.

GRUNDOMAT

on Marathon Run
in London

GRUNDOMAT

on Marathon Run
in London

View across the 4-lane highway under which the Ø 101 mm HD-PE pipe was installed.

21 m bore made through solid limestone
under the busy highway.

In place after 6 hours, the HD-PE conduit
was capped.

Compact in size and weighing only 200
kg, the GRUNDOPIT is ideal for working
in tight conditions.

Jobsite report

Sporting event


